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Mountain Guide IFMGA for 3 days

Starting from €3.400,00 per person
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Itinerary:
1st Day: Meeting with the guide at 08:00am in Chamonix at the parking place of the
aiguille de Midi. Transfer by taxi to Les Contamines. We start our approach to the Ref.
Des Conscrits. On the way up we pass at the Hotel de Trelatete where we can stop for
a drink. On the way from here to the Conscrits, the trail is in some parts, equipped with
fixed ropes and a tibetan bridge.
2nd Day: Early departure fom the hut; we will start to walk just behind the hut on dry
terrain in direction of the Aiguille de la Bérangère. Only on the last part we will start to
use the rope. From this summit we will start the up and down along the several peaks
of the Domes de Miage mostly on gentle snow ridges. From the point 3673m the ridge
becomes rocky and from the point 3668m we will start the descent to the Col de Miage
on a bit more difficult terrain including a small rappel. On Col de Miage is located the
Refuge Durier.
3rd Day: Early departure from the hut; at the beginning we will follow a semi-trail just
behind the hut ; We will climb the rocks and the following snow slope to the exposed
top of the Aiguille de Bionassay. The following ridge down to the Col de Bionassay is
the most tricky part of the whole traverse; probably is the narrowest snow ridge of the
Alps and it has to be taken carefully. After that we will climb easily to the top of Piton
des Italiens where we will reach the Italian regular route that we will follow until the top
of Mont Blanc. On the way down, if conditions are fine, we highly suggest to traverse to
Aiguille de Midi. In this way you will close a magnificent traverse of Mont Blanc.

Useful Information:
Meeting point: At 8:00am at the lift station in Chamonix;
Requirements: Confidence with steep, mixed terrain and high-altitude environment.
We suggest to arrive in a very good shape and with a good acclimatization. Some
previous experience in high altitude is mandatory
Apparel/Clothing: We recommend functional clothing to deal with the different
temperatures.
Boots: Waterproof mountaineering boots suitable for crampons.
Lunch: it is reccomended to bring some snacks and drinks with you, according to your
needs.
Backpack: We recommend a 30L/40L backpack. Remember that everything you bring
you have to carry it. Take with you functional, extra layer in case of cold and a change
for the hut, is usually enough.

Where we are and contacts:
In Courmayeur, the helicopter base is located near the Val Veny and Skyway cable
cars. Google Maps: HELI GUIDES
Address: Elisuperficie Franco Garda - Loc. Entreves P.le Funivie Val Veny 11013
Courmayeur (AO) Phone +39 366 629 2888.
In Gressoney under the Nordend Hotel, next to the Bar Restaurant FZRY;
Google Maps: Guidemonterosa / Guidemonterosa S.R.L. Fraz. Tschaval 5, 11020
Gressoney la Trinité, (AO) Italy. Phone +39 349 367 4950.

Cancellation insurance and health insurance:
We always recommend a travel cancellation insurance, baggage insurance as well as
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